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Introduction: 

I chose to focus on the topic of classroom communication, specifically the IRE 

structure. Since any communication in a classroom should be orientated towards student 

learning I will be examining how the IRE structure functions in that context during a 

conversation between a teacher and student. The conversation I chose to analyze was 

from “A‟s Class 80107” which consists of a one-on-one writing conference between a 

teacher and a student. The two are discussing the initial draft of a writing assignment the 

student has produced on the subject of immigration. The conversation starts out reflecting 

the traditional IRE structure but as it progresses the participants attempt to circumvent 

that framework. I‟ve focused on three data segments from that conversation which 

demonstrate the evolution of those circumstances.  

 

Review of Literature: 

 A significant influencing factor in classroom conversation is the perceived 

identities of the participants. John Heritage discusses the impact of these identities on 

conversation in “Conversation Analysis and Institutional Talk”. In his writing, one of the 

things Heritage states about institutional talk is that it involves “participants in specific 

goal orientations that are tied to their institution-relevant identities” (2005 p.106). For 

example, a teacher and a student are identified as such through an explicit institutional 

context which supplies them with certain rules for governing what is acceptable and 

normal in their interaction. These institutionalized norms are “fundamental to the very 
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intelligibility of the social action itself” (Heritage 2005 p.104). The setting, for example a 

classroom, is the starting point for institutional identity formation. When you enter a 

classroom and sit down at a desk you are taking on the role of a student, likewise if you 

enter a classroom and stand behind the podium you are taking on the role of a teacher. 

These roles have implicit rules which we have been conditioned to adhere to. If you are 

sitting at a desk you will not begin lecturing or delivering a lesson, nor will someone 

behind the teachers podium wait expectantly for the students to do so.  

Beyond the factor of identifying oneself within a specific context is the effect it 

has on conversational interaction. Heritage points out that “the social structural features 

of the interaction…have determinate consequences for the talk” (2005 p. 111). The roles 

that we categorize ourselves and our interlocutors in are directly reflected in the talk, and 

the talk is thus influenced and orientated towards fulfilling those roles. In our ongoing 

example of teacher/student interaction it is important to pay attention to how their 

“interactional practices both reflect and embody differential access to resources and to 

power” (Heritage 2005 p. 114). The teacher is seen as the source of knowledge and the 

proctor of classroom events. Therefore the power relationship between them and the 

students necessarily bends in their direction, so they can more effectively perform their 

role as a teacher. The turn construction and sequence organization of conversation that 

takes place between teacher and student is designed to maintain that power relationship 

so as to maintain learning. However, one negative effect that this classroom conversation 

has on the students is that it limits them to specific learning guidelines. “The most 

pervasive form of turn-type preallocation involves the restriction of one party (normally 
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not the representative of the institution) to answering questions” (Heritage 2005 p. 116); 

an example of this turn-type preallocation is the IRE sequence structure.  

Courtney Cazden, who helped pioneer research into the IRE structure, claims that 

it “may still be the most common classroom discourse pattern at all grade levels” (Cazden 

2001 p. 30). This is understandable because it seems that classroom discourse is 

somewhat designed to incline towards this framework. It inclines toward the IRE 

structure because turns at talk are normally initiated by the teacher; which require a 

second pair part (or answer to the teacher) and finally an evaluation or feedback from the 

teacher. As Cazden mentions in her book, Classroom Discourse The Language of 

Teaching and Learning 2
nd

 ed., in classrooms “…one person, the teacher, is responsible 

for controlling all the talk that occurs” (2001 p. 2). Maintaining that control means having 

the authority to select who speaks and when it is appropriate for them to do so, one of the 

cardinal tacit rules of classroom interaction. However, it is surprising that this structure 

subsists despite the level of criticism directed towards it 

Of the many critics to the IRE structure, Bloome most poignantly challenges the 

extant classroom practices which perpetuate it. In his writing he states that “there are 

tensions and conflicts between the tendency for continuity… and change” (2005 p.52). 

The IRE structure which naturally arises in classroom discourse can be easily jostled by 

participants whose behavior challenges it. There are several reasons, cited by Bloome, 

which shed light on why participants may challenge the structure. Bloome comments that 

“the IRE structure …limits student participation to short answers bounded by what the 

teacher already knows and that it may be detrimental to more sophisticated 

learning”(2005 p. 55). He also states that “the IRE structure is being used to locate 
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control and power in the teacher and to limit what counts as legitimate knowledge” (2005 

p. 55). These strong criticisms epitomize the challenges to this structure made by many 

researchers and also shed light on why someone participating in that type of discourse 

might challenge it on the conversational level.  

 

Analysis: 

 These data extracts are taken from a one-on-one writing conference between a 

teacher and a student as they discuss the initial draft of an essay the student wrote on the 

topic of immigration. The participants are sitting down, facing each other, and have many 

papers on the desk between them. They are at school but not in a classroom and the 

teacher is not delivering a lesson, but despite this context the IRE classroom discourse 

pattern is still evident.  

 

Extract (1.0) [A’s class 80107~ 38:28-44] 
       I  1 T: uum what topic. 

       R  2 S: Immigration and it’s economy, (.) ah, its impact on economy, 

3    (1.0)((T writes on a notepad, S’s gaze directed at her)) 

4 S: (in/for) California? a::nd (0.2) an jus one American, 

5    (0.3) 

     E/I  6 T: okay? a:nd so what is the point you wanna make with your= 

 

 

The data segment begins with a generic example of the IRE sequence, as seen in 

extract (1.0). This part of the conversation is geared towards the collecting of pieces of 

information regarding the student‟s paper; as can be determined by the nature of the 

questions and the teacher‟s action of writing down the students responses. Line 1 states a 

wh- question as an initiation for the student to give a response. The question seeks a 

specific answer known to the student so there isn‟t the requirement of any significant 

cognition, merely the reporting of information. The student provides his response in lines 
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2-4. The teacher receives his response with an “okay” in line 6, which can be considered 

feedback in the minimal sense that she understood what he said and it was acceptable. In 

the same turn as her feedback, the teacher gives her next initiation in the form of another 

wh- type question. The lexical feedback functions as a quick means of showing receipt of 

information so that they can get through the preliminary information regarding the 

student‟s paper. Also, combining the feedback and the initiation into one turn is a pattern 

that the teacher repeats; which is a quality of the one-on-one conversation where next 

speaker selection is not relevant.  

We can see here the natural inclination towards the IRE structure with the 

teacher‟s initiation of asking “what topic”. “The very feature of „first-ness‟ sets up the 

relevance of something else to follow; it projects the relevance of a „second‟” (Schegloff 

2007 p. 20). Being so conditioned, by the prior utterance and by the context of the power 

relationship between the participants, the student had limited options for a relevant next. 

His answer demonstrates that he heard her initiation as requiring an answer and he gave 

it. The teacher‟s evaluation in line 6 demonstrates that his answer was aligned to what 

was expected.  

 

After this preliminary gathering of information the conference gradually moves 

into dealing with more indeterminate matters. This is represented in extract (1.1) by the 

teacher asking how the student will organize his argument, a wh- question that is not 

seeking a specific, short answer such as in extract (1.0) when the teacher asked what the 

students topic was, which was already determined by the student for his writing draft. 

The question in the following extract opens up the conversation for a broad discussion on 
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what the student‟s points are regarding the argument for the student‟s paper on 

immigration. 

 

Extract (1.1) [A’s class 80107~ 39:46-40:19] 
1  S: that wa’be my.(.) yea(.) counter argument.[I=mean yea that. 

2  T:              [uh hu uh huh the   

3     counter argument and then going into you::r:? (.)um(.)your                  

4     argument, 

5  S: yea. 

         I  6  T: and whats-what are your points. 

7  S: uuhm:: my points is basikly uh-umm: 

8    (3.0)   

   Counter  9  S: whats my point,= 

   Counter  10 T: =hhhh: hh h you tell [me,] hh  

              11 S:                [.hh]yea:? Mm.(2.0)im sayin that umm:= 

              12 T: =so you’re saying that they:: >benefit economy< (.)  

              13    >howdo they benefit economy< (.2) the economy, 

 

 The teacher still begins her turn with an initiation (line 6) which, unlike generic 

IRE initiations, doesn‟t function to limit the student‟s responses; instead it sets up a 

general focus for the student to explore. This deviation seems to be caused by the writing 

conference situation that the participants are in. Opening the floor for the student to speak 

at length is not something that would normally happen in a class with other students 

because that would be a deviation from their institutional relevant identities where it‟s the 

teacher‟s job to speak at length and the student‟s job to listen. If the teacher were 

lecturing here, the conversation would automatically orient to “IRE [as] the unmarked 

pattern”(Cazden 2001 p.31) and the initiations would be leaning towards producing short 

responses from the students because the knowledge is located in the teacher during 

lecture. In this writing conference however, the knowledge is located in the student since 

it‟s his paper the teacher is asking about. The power structure of the IRE is still salient, as 

the teacher is controlling the initiations, but the nature of the questions do demonstrate a 

different location of knowledge. “[T]he location of knowledge invoked within an 
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interactional structure” (2005 p.91) is what constitutes change in a classroom literacy 

practice according to Bloome. 

 It is at this point in the conversation the participants begin to challenge the IRE 

structure. After the initiation the student exhibits hesitation phenomenon such as 

“uuhm::” sounds and long pauses which indicate active cognition. Lacking a direct 

response the student produces a counter (line 9) to the teacher, in effect, he “reverse[d] 

the direction of the sequence and its flow…revers[ing] the direction of constraint” 

(Schegloff 2007 p. 17). The student, unable to satisfy the response element of the IRE 

moves to engage in less limited conversation by attempting to open up a reciprocal 

dialogue. Albeit his counter could be interpreted as rhetorical, it still presents a challenge 

to the IRE structure because the teacher could have chosen to respond to it by giving 

suggestions, for example. However, the teacher adheres to the IRE structure by 

redirecting the constraint back to the student with another counter (line10). Again the 

student is unable to respond so the teacher compromises by showing the student a 

specific avenue of thought to focus his thoughts on (lines 12-13).  

  

The conversation evolves from direct, teacher controlled structure as seen in 

extract (1.0) into the less recognizable but still present IRE sequence in extract (1.1). 

Further into the data segment we see that conversation deviates even more from the IRE 

structure into an exchange that allows the student to explore his own way of thinking 

about the paper while the teacher still maintains her role as facilitator. Extract (1.2) gives 

an example of how this type of interaction manifests. 
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Extract (1.2) [A’s class 80107~ 41:42-42:21] 
         I  1  T: okay how bout (.3) your next point, 

2     (.) 

 Pre pre  3  S: um (.) okay >I was gan- I wanted to ask you something (.)    

4     [abou:t. 

5  T: [mhmm?       

6  S: what I’m doing? 

  Go ahead  7  T: okay,= 

              8  S: =cause I wasn’t sure if that’s (.) really (.) okay? 

              9  T: okay. 

              10 S: cause my question was basically- I mean the topic was             

11    basically uh (.) pro and con [question right? Is there  

12    hurting? is there helping? 

13 T:                              [mhmm mhmm. 

14 S: but I was gonna- I wanted to uh (.) provided some solution?     

15    to the whole issue? 

16 T: mhmm. 

17 S: uhm (1.0) that would be (.) kinda um (.) combination of (.) 

18    um informative-no I mean eh persuasive and. 

19    (.) 

         E  20 T: right that’s fine. 

              21 S: is that okay I [°mean 

     22 T:                [mhmm. 

Rec. info   23 S: oh. 

 

As their conversation progresses the demands on the student evolve from simple 

teacher initiated responses to a more involved interaction despite the continuity of the 

power relationship between the participants as influenced by the institutional setting. 

“Since different contexts demand different behavior, the demands for behavior vary from 

context to context, even from moment to moment within a context. Situational variation 

in constraints implies that effective participation in the classroom requires the recognition 

of different contexts for interaction and appropriate behavior for each context” (Mehan 

1984 p.178). Where common behavioral characteristics of classroom interaction were 

evident when the IRE structure was most prevalent they have subsequently evolved as 

that structure‟s purpose became unnecessary in the face of more demanding initiations. 

In line 1 the teacher begins with an initiation using a wh- question which is heard 

as a shift from what was previously being talked about to a new point. Her turn also has 

the same effect as in extract (1.1) of setting up a general focus for exploration by the 

student by asking a wh- question that doesn‟t require a short answer response. The 
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student takes advantage of this opening for exploration in the conversation to begin his 

turn at talk with an initiation of his own regarding a question he had about the format of 

his paper. The manner in which he initiates his sequence (line3) demonstrates that despite 

the lack of IRE structure, the participants are still functioning in their same roles as 

teacher and student. This is evident with the pre-pre telling in line 3, which, according to 

Schegloff “rarely get blocking SPP‟s in response” (2007 p. 44). Using this strategy the 

student finds a way to take more control over his turn taking opportunities, which 

wouldn‟t otherwise be available in IRE type sequences. The teacher doesn‟t block this 

shift as she did in extract (1.1) (line 10) but encourages it by giving a go-ahead in line 7. 

The one-on-one nature of the conversation supports the license taken by the student to 

explore his own focus which differed from that initiated by the teacher. In a classroom 

this would not have been permissible, but in this situation it is beneficial to the student 

and allows for individual development. The teacher positively evaluates the student‟s 

exploration in line 20 and he shows receipt of that information with the lexical “oh” in 

line 23.  

Ultimately, with the student having more control over the turn taking sequence he 

becomes an active participant in his learning process. Instead of the student simply 

reacting to the teacher‟s initiations, the two are mutually working towards the goal of 

developing the writing sample as a cohesive unit. 

 

Pedagogical Implications: 

 The analysis of the data extracts above brings up several pedagogical 

implications. Amongst these are the roles that both teacher and student categorize 
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themselves in, and the effect those identities have on the conversational level. Another 

implication is the inherent presence of the IRE structure in teacher-student interactions 

and how that structure changes outside normal classroom conditions during the one-on-

one writing conference. And ultimately what these implications mean for learning.  

 Heritage‟s work on institutional talk realizes the significance of participant 

identity in conversational interaction. These identities are formed through the context of 

how we categorize ourselves, our interlocutors and our surroundings. As exemplified 

previously, a teacher giving a lesson to a student in a classroom is a classic example of 

these identities manifesting and how they govern the conversation. In the data above, a 

teacher and a student are interacting in a school setting. The only difference is that it is a 

one-on-one session focusing on the writing that the student produced. This is contrasted 

with the stereotypical classroom with multiple students and one teacher focusing on the 

lesson the teacher is giving. Regardless of the difference in setting, it is evident from the 

data that the participants still behave according to their roles, which is exemplified by the 

presence of the IRE structure. The IRE structure, as mentioned before, is the most 

common rubric of interaction between teacher and student and its elements are seen in the 

conversation analyzed above. 

In the one-on-one writing conference the participants still adhere to the tacit rules 

of classroom behavior which supports the IRE sequence organization. As Heritage 

illustrates this “focusing on how interactional rules and practices are ceaselessly drawn 

on by the participants in constructing shared and specific understandings of where they 

are within a social interaction”(2005 p.104) demonstrates that both participants in this 

conversation are influenced by the setting and their relationship as teacher and student. 
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The IRE structure itself seems to emerge naturally in conversation between these identity 

make-ups.  

 To illustrate where the influences of IRE and the one-on-one setting seem most 

poignant we will look to the data. For instance, in extract (1.1) the participants operate 

under the influence of the IRE structure but the design of the teacher‟s initiation has been 

changed to accommodate the one-on-one writing conference. Her initiation opens up a 

topic of exploration for the student as opposed to a more generic yes/no type question 

more often seen in the classroom. Normally “the IRE structure…limits student 

participation to short answers” (Bloome 2005 p.55) so it isn‟t surprising that the student 

struggles at this point in the conversation when prompted for a more involved response. 

Because of the nature of the teachers initiation the student falters, if this were to happen 

in a classroom setting the teacher could either provide the necessary answer as feedback 

or allow another student the opportunity to respond; yet in the one-on-one conference the 

teacher is confined to extracting an unknown response from one student and in this 

instance the student cannot fully respond. The teacher‟s strategy to help the student is to 

narrow the focus of thought to a specific avenue, in this example, how immigrants benefit 

economy. In doing this, the teacher re-initiates, but this time with a more generic IRE 

type of question which can be satisfied with significantly fewer responses from the 

student than the previous initiation. The fact that the student is able to respond after the 

teacher re-initiates on a narrower level shows that the student is progressing as the 

teacher scaffolds towards the original, more involved initiation.  

 It is with these examples that we can better understand how student-teacher 

communication facilitates learning. Being aware of how our identities as teacher and 
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student effect our conversation and how those conversations either allow or hinder the 

learning process is paramount. In analyzing this writing conference I‟ve come up with 

one general conclusion. It is that although interaction between teachers and students can 

fit neatly into common structures such as the IRE structure, it can be challenged and 

changed by said participants to meet different goals under different conditions, despite 

the subsistence of the power relationship present in given identities. In A‟s class writing 

conference we witness both participants employing strategies to circumvent generic 

conversational structures to allow for more meaningful learning. Specifically the student 

employs counters and pre-pre‟s to accomplish his learning goals while the teacher works 

to guide the student toward those goals from her position as teacher.  
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